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Volunteers to the Swedish pavilion at Expo 2020 Dubai
Background
The Swedish participation at Expo 2020 is the government’s largest
investment on trade, investment and tourism promotion. The aim is to
promote Sweden as a knowledge society and the competitiveness and
creativity of Swedish industry, as well as to strengthen a versatile and
positive image of Sweden abroad.
The Swedish pavilion will host a public exhibition, a conference section
for the participating companies and organizations, and a broad
programming content both inside and outside the pavilion. A number of
high-level delegations, both from the public and from the private sector,
will occur during the six months of Expo 2020.
How can you contribute?
Managing a project of this magnitude requires a lot of resources. It is a
fantastic opportunity to be part of, but perhaps everyone is not able to
work with the Expo full time. Therefore we are offering candidates to take
part on a more ad-hoc basis. It could very well be on one or several
occasions when an extra hand is needed. This could be for example:
•
•
•
•

Taking care of quests in conjunction with high-level visits from
Sweden
Logistics support in conjunction with high level visits and
special events
Driving and hospitality services on special occasions
Serving in different areas such as the exhibition, conference
section, playground, shop, catering and roof-top terrace.

Profile
•
•
•
•

Experience from international events.
A driven and representative individual who can represent Sweden
in official contexts.
Fluency in oral English, knowledge of Arabic is an advantage.
Well-rooted in Dubai with a good network of contacts.
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Contract period
Volunteers will be hired on an ad-hoc basis when needed. For those
interested, training will take place at the Swedish pavilion 1 – 19 October
in Dubai.
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